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Jaspal Kaur Public School, Shalimar Bagh organized its annual virtual Project Show for the 

students of Class I on the theme - ‘Eureka! We Did It.’, on Saturday, January 29, 2022. 

“Coming together is a beginning, staying together is progress, and working together is a 

success.” With this beautiful and enlightening thought in mind, students of Class I presented a 

mesmerizing show on Teamwork. The programme commenced by seeking the blessings of 

the Almighty with a serene Shabad ‘Sri Harkrishan Dhiaayiye….’ followed by paying 

gratitude to the divine light with a melodious song ‘This little guiding light of mine…’. 

 

                       
 

The school Principal, Mrs Asha Saran Srivastava, extended a warm welcome to the esteemed 

Guest of Honour Dr. Reema Mehta Joria (Alumna of JKPS). Dr. Reema Mehta is the co-

founder of Sparsh Hospital, Rajkot, Gujarat. She is a senior consultant and infertility specialist. 

The Chairman of the school, Sardar Surjit Singh Ji and Vice-Chairperson, Mrs Rasna Singh 

also graced the occasion.   

 

                    
 

 

The students of Class I presented an empathetic anecdote ‘Let us get going’ which emphasized 

Teamwork and gave a message that it is teamwork that makes our dream work. The play 

revolved around the story where the combined efforts of the team helped them to achieve their 

goal. 

A foot-tapping Bengali Dance ‘Nobbano’ took everyone for a treat. The young rockstars gave a 

scintillating performance on this Bengali song. The dance represented the joy of farmers on the 

harvest of their yields. 

 

 



 

 

 

Another sensational presentation was the play ‘A Ghost named Fear’ which revolved around 

the story of five friends who believed that ghosts are real till they realize that fear is just inside us 

and we can overcome it very easily. The audience was overwhelmed by the performance given 

by the young Jaspalians. 

 

                 
 

 

             
 
 

               
 

 

 

The Guest of Honour, Mrs Reema Mehta Joria, addressed the audience and appreciated the efforts 

of all the students and staff involved with the project show. She was thrilled to see the enthusiasm 

among the children who presented such a wonderful show. She recalled her old times spent in the 

school and motivated the students to give their best according to their capacity and capability. She 

also expressed her gratitude towards the institution and applauded the efforts of Team JKPS. 

 



    
           

 

            The entire show compilation was enjoyable and well-perceived by the audience. The show ended 

            with the vote of thanks by the Headmistress, Mrs Shikha Dhameja followed by        

            the national anthem. 

 

        
     

                           

 

              

 

                                  

 

 

 

                          

 


